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I. REFERENCE

This work was initially published as part of the 19th IEEE
International Conference on Software Architecture (ICSA
2022) [1].

II. FEATURED SCENTS

Self-adaptive systems (SAS) change their behavior and
structure at runtime to answer the changes in their environ-
ment. Such systems combine different architectural fragments
or solutions via feature binding/unbinding at runtime. More-
over, this combination may negatively impact the system’s ar-
chitectural qualities, exhibiting architectural bad smells (ABS)
implying reductions in system maintainability [2], [3]. These
issues are challenging to detect in the code due to the combi-
natorial explosion of interactions amongst features. Since SAS
does not document these features in their source code, design
time smell detection ignores them and risks reporting smells
that are different than those observed at runtime. Many studies
target ABS in single systems or [2]–[5]. However, there are
less studies focusing on SAS [6]–[8].

This work presents a preliminary comparison between de-
sign time and runtime smell detection for SAS. To perform this
comparison, we selected two ABS detection tools, Arcan [9]
and our Behavioral Map (BM) [8]. We motivate the choice of
the former tool because it was applied on SAS at design time
[6]. The BM is the only approach to focus on runtime ABS.
We selected Adasim [10] and mRUBiS [11] for their public
availability and the diversity of adaptation mechanisms these
SAS use. As for smells, we considered Cyclic Dependency
and Hub-Like Dependency [12] as they are supported by both
selected tools.

Our results indicate that architectural smells are feature-
dependent and that their number is highly variable from one
adaptation to the other. Some ABS appear in all runtime
adaptations, some in only a few. Thus, the results suggest
that runtime ABS assessment is required to fully grasp SAS
architectural qualities. In summary, this paper provides the
following contributions: i) A first empirical comparison of
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ABS for SAS detected at design time and at runtime; ii) Our
analysis based on 40 runtime adaptations of Adasim and 16
runtime adaptations of mRUBiS, demonstrates that runtime
variability affects the type and occurrence of smells found.
The results and scripts to process behavioral maps are also
available here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5814028.
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